PREMIUM QUALITY MOULDS FOR GLASS INDUSTRY
QUALITY DOES NOT HAPPEN BY ACCIDENT, IT MUST BE PLANNED.
Dear all,

This year we celebrate a major anniversary - 30 years since our foundation. In all these years we have passed through beautiful times, even sometimes difficult and turbulent.

In ALATI STUHNE we are immensely proud that even today, after 30 years of business, name ALATI STUHNE means a guarantee of top quality. This is the value at which the company was built and is one of the cornerstones of our business. Behind each of our products is a large commitment, work and effort, rich professional knowledge and experience of our employees, excellent knowledge of the market and customers, and substantial investment in research and innovation. This valuable heritage of quality today we successfully connect with the pace of modern business, innovative approach and advanced technology processes.

Our success and current status would not be possible without knowledge, skills and loyalty of our employees. What makes ALATI STUHNE proud is the next generation of young, highly educated and creative employees who combine company experience with a passion for work and innovations to bring your design to life.

In July 2016 the biggest investment project in the history of ALATI STUHNE has been launched. The project includes building of an additional workshop, together with a new administration building, renovation of the existing workshop and investment in modern machine park.

Upon completion of this investment by spring 2017, the factory will encompass the entire production process in one 5000 m² area. With over 70 CNC machines, production capacity will increase to 35,000 cavities (moulds & blanks) and 20,000 neck rings together with all the accompanying finish equipment per year.

And finally, we have no doubt that we will continue to work, create and grow together. To continue our successful cooperation, we commit ourselves on a hard work and quality.

Mirko and Zvjezdana Stuhne
ALATI STUHNE offers a complete range of mould, finish equipment and all accessories needed for the production of prestigious spirits bottles, pharmaceutical, perfumery and cosmetics containers, as well as for mineral water, wine, beer, soft drinks bottles and food jars.

The coordinated work of all departments, together with a modern machine park creates a large capacity and flexible production, ensuring rapid delivery dates.

The company shop includes horizontal and vertical CNC machining centres, 5 axes milling machines, vertiflow drilling machines, CNC turning machines, PTA welding robots, special engraving machines for engraving moulds and bottoms and special machines for final mould polishing.

Products are made from a wide variety of quality cast irons or bronzes, produced by reputable European foundries. Together with various welding techniques, the company ensures that its moulds have the highest performance and the maximum lifetime.
To meet all the client’s expectations, the company supplies mould sets in a wide variety of shapes and sizes (from 15ml to 5L).

The engineering department provides technical documentation for new projects, from the client’s idea or article design to the complete set of mould construction drawings.

With 3D scanning technology, reverse engineering and rapid prototyping they enable clients to see their final product before starting the mould production process.

When it comes to complex engraving, a plastic imprint of engraving will be sent to the client for approval before starting the mould production process.

The same imprint is later used as a reference for mould repair in the client’s mould shop or for the production of a replacement set.
ALATI STUHNE is producing all accessories required for the moulding process in house. Production of neck rings, guide plates, plungers, and all other finish equipment is part of its every day production as a part of mould set or as an independent order.
ALATI STUHNE quality standards are under constant review.

The Quality Management System is monitored and adapted to the client’s requirements and to quality requirements of the ISO 9001 standard.

Quality control is assured on the shop floor, where each step of the manufacturing process is inspected through carefully developed techniques and procedures on state of the art measuring systems.

Before shipping, moulds and accessories go through final control, allowing to clients a quick start with their own production.
THANK YOU!
A great thanks to all our customers!
Your trust has made us what we are today,
30 years after our foundation.
Therefore we are proud to be a part of your successful business.

LOOKING FORWARD TO THE EXCITING JOURNEY AHEAD!